Concepts in Theoretical Physics
Lecture 5: Statistical Physics: Entropy, Demons and Black Holes

John D Barrow
‘The laws of thermodynamics:
You can’t win
You can’t break even
You can’t get out of the game’
Charlie Smalls

A famous formula

Ludwig Boltzmann (1844-1906)

Things always tend to get worse

The Second Law of Thermodynamics:
Entropy (‘disorder’) of an isolated system never decreases

The Reversibility Paradox

We see evolution from Order  Disorder
Yet the microscopic equations of motion
d2x/dt2 = F(x)
are invariant under t  - t
Why don’t we see the time-reversed process ???

How can you solve 1024 equations at once?
Use a statistical approach with three new concepts:
Microstates, Macrostates and Statistical Entropy
Put N particles in a box and track the number NL in the left-hand half (state L)
and the number NR in the right-hand half (state R)
The microstate is the list all the 2N states that a system of N particles could occupy.
For example, if N = 10, the list of these would look like
LLLLLLLLLL
RLLLLLLLLL
LRLLRRLLLL
etc….
RRRRRRRRRR
Collect them all into one number by defining
n = NL – NR
This labels the macrostate of the system
Eg. when N = 10 we can have n = +10 or -10, with 1 microstate each
Or n = +8 or -8 with 10 possible microstates (ways of having one R) etc

The statistical spread for N =10

For large n, approximately: W(n)  2N exp[-n2/2N]

Defining statistical entropy
The fundamental assumption of statistical mechanics

Each accessible microstate is equally likely
The entropy of a macrostate is given by
the logarithm of the number of microstates:

S = klogW

k = 1.38  10-23 JK-1 is Boltzmann’s constant
(it merely converts temperature to energy units)

We expect evolution to the macrostate with the largest number
of
(equally likely) microstates and therefore that

dS/dt  0

Combine 2 systems W1 and W2 and the number of microstates multiply: W= W1W2
But the entropy is additive: S = klogW = klogW1 + klogW2 = S1 + S2

The laws of thermodynamics






Zeroth law: If two systems are both in thermal equilibrium with
a third system then they are in thermal equilibrium with each
other (T = constant).
1st Law: Energy is conserved dE = TdS + PdV  external work
2nd Law: Entropy is non-decreasing dS/dt  0
3rd Law: temperature cannot be reduced to absolute zero in a
finite number of steps

Homer Simpson: ‘In this house we obey the laws of thermodynamics’

The Arrow of Time
Box of 2000 molecules with 1600 on the Left and 400 on the Right at t = 1.
There is gradual mixing on a macro level even though micro collisions are time symmetric
Plot the entropy versus time and we see it increasing towards the maximum ( ‘equilibrium’)

Maxwell’s Sorting Demon (1871)

The first entry of ‘mind’ into physics challenged the 2nd Law of thermodynamics.
A Demon only allows faster than average (= hot) molecules through his gate
The right-hand side gets hot and the left-hand end gets cool, as time passes
Anti-mixing and dS/dt < 0
You could use the temperature gradient to drive a perpetual motion machine!

Entropy and Information
Leo Szilard (1929) taught us: Information is Physical – it allows us to do work

Entropy and Information continued
W = work done

Rescuing the Second Law

8 See https://arxiv.org/abs/physics/0210005

How can you solve 1011 equations?
How does a galaxy work?

But n = 1011 !!

How to deal with a 100 billion stars

Boundary conditions:
f  0 as v and x  

How fast to escape from gravity?
E = ½ mV2 – GMm/R  0 to escape to 
m

Sphere: Mass M, radius R

V  Vesc = 2GM/R
Vesc(Earth) = 11.2 km/s
V(rifle bullet)  1.7km/s

Vesc = c for R = Rs = 2GM/c2 is a surface of no escape
in general relativity (not just to escape to infinity)

Black Holes Need Not Be Extreme
Black Hole Density = Mass / volume  M/Rs3  M/M3  1/M2

Density is less than air for M > 109 Msun
Small black holes are more extreme
If you fall in then density   as you fall to the centre

What is a black hole?












Escape velocity V = (2GM/R)1/2 = c
R = 2GM/c2
Not solid objects -- density  M/R3  1/M2
Simplest objects in the universe
M87 Event Horizon Telescope
Only external observable properties are :
mass, charge, and angular momentum
Things go in. Nothing comes out.
Form when massive stars die (if M > 3Msun) and power quasars
and galactic nuclei when M ≈ (106-109)Msun
Can form in the early universe with all masses (even M << 3Msun)

Kerr Rotating Black Hole (1963)

R = ½ {Rs + (Rs2 – 4a2)}
where R s  2GM/c2 and a  J/Mc so J  GM2/c
J is the angular momentum of the black hole, M is its mass

Black hole mechanics
Laws of Black Hole Mechanics
Zeroth: g = GM/R2 constant on horizon

First: (Mc2) = A c6/32G2 + PV  external work
Second: A  0
Third: You can’t reduce g to zero
in a finite number of steps

Black hole thermodynamics
Laws of Black Hole Mechanics
Zeroth: g = GM/R2 constant on horizon

First: (Mc2) = A c6/32G2 + PV
Second: A  0
Third: You can’t reduce g to zero
in a finite number of steps

Laws of Thermodynamics
T = constant

E = T S + PV
S  0
You can’t reduce T to absolute zero
in a finite number of steps

IDENTICAL IF AND ONLY IF
Black hole entropy S = kc3 A/4Għ and temperature T = ħg/2ck = ħc3 /8kGM

Links relativity (c), quantum (h), thermal (k)
and gravitational (G) physics
S = kc3 A/4Għ = (kc3/4Għ) x 4(2GM/c2)2
S = 4k GM2/ħc = 4k(M/mpl)2, mpl =10-5 gm
T = ħc3 /8kGM → ∞ as M → 0
Black hole evaporation and explosions
Hawking, 1975
dE/dt = d(Mc2)/dt = area  aT4  c  M2  M-4 so Lifetime = dt  M2dM  M3
Lifetime = 10 billion yrs  (M/1014 gm)3

Quantum black holes are black bodies

Et ~ ħ/2 and E ~ E ~ kTbh
t ~ Rs/c ~ 2GM/c3
Tbh ~ ħc3/kGM

Evaporation of Black Holes (1974)
Lifetime = 14(M/1014 gm)3 billion yrs

Gamma rays
Radio bursts
???

Where does all the information go?
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